Spelling Skill Vowel + /r/ Sounds

Grammar Skill What Is a Verb?

ANNOTATED
VERSION

Correct two sentences each day.
1. The giant statue Sits noarth of the center of
town.
2. Absolutely everyone love to look at the
statue in the mohning.
3. The enemy army advance in the dahrk.
4. Zia Concetta talksed with hur friend the
statue.
5. The statue want to surv the town.

7. To help in his wurk, the giant request a huge
onion.
8. The onion Is a cleer part of the statues plan.
9. The smahrt crying giant say he is a weakling.
10.Without a wurd, the army leave the town.
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6. The mysterious statue. Saved the town from
being hert.

TRANSPARENCY 3–13

INCREDIBLE STORIES The Mysterious Giant

Daily Language Practice

Spelling Skill Vowel + /r/ Sounds

Grammar Skill What Is a Verb?

Correct two sentences each day.
1. The giant statue Sits noarth of the center of
town.
The giant statue sits north of the center of town.

2. Absolutely everyone love to look at the
statue in the mohning.

ANNOTATED
VERSION

Absolutely everyone loves to look at the statue in the morning.

3. The enemy army advance in the dahrk.
The enemy army advances in the dark.

4. Zia Concetta talksed with hur friend the
statue.
Zia Concetta talked with her friend the statue.

5. The statue want to surv the town.
The statue wants to serve the town.

6. The mysterious statue. Saved the town from
being hert.
7. To help in his wurk, the giant request a huge
onion.
To help in his work, the giant requests a huge onion.

8. The onion Is a cleer part of the statues plan.
The onion is a clear part of the statue’s plan.

9. The smahrt crying giant say he is a weakling.
The smart crying giant says he is a weakling.

10.Without a wurd, the army leave the town.
Without a word, the army leaves the town.
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The mysterious statue saved the town from being hurt.

TRANSPARENCY 3–13

INCREDIBLE STORIES The Mysterious Giant

Daily Language Practice

